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Rolo Finishes

Memo Finishes
Finishes are integral in our efforts to honor the essential. Guided by the insight and sensibilities
of the designer Laura-Guido Clark, we’ve selected finishes that bring out the natural character
of materials while also imparting rich tones, textures, and temperatures. Curated with these
characteristics in mind, we offer a dynamic palette that includes colors from neutral to bold,
temperatures from cool to warm, and textures from matte to gloss.

Rolo Colors and Finishes
Wood/Veneer
Memo stains on solid wood and wood veneer are created using a two-step conversion varnish, formulated to
withstand the wear and tear of commercial interiors. They are applied using a combination of hand rubbed and
spray methods to allow the best expression and preservation of the visual characteristics and warmth of wood.
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Rolo Textiles
Memo partners with the textile industry to evaluate and procure textiles for our products. Our
quoting, sketching, and pricing tools are designed to support our customers throughout the
process, and allow for easy visualization, price inquiry, and specification. Memo’s approach to
textiles is to partner with the best suppliers in the industry, to make textiles easy to visualize,
evaluate, and procure by our customers.

Rolo Textiles continues...
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Camira
With roots stretching back to 1783, Camira is a textile manufacturer with centuries of heritage and a forwardthinking approach. Designing and manufacturing beautifully woven, eco-friendly fabrics for the commercial,
residential and transportation sectors, they place their vision for a sustainable future at the heart of all they do.
For a full list of Camira’s graded-in textiles or details on COM approval please consult the textile section of our
pricelist.

Kvadrat
Kvadrat was established in Denmark in 1968 and has deep roots in Scandinavia’s world-famous design tradition.
A leader in design innovation, Kvadrat produces quality contemporary textiles and textile related products
for architects, designers and private consumers across the world. Kvadrat’s approach to design, quality, and
customer relationships aligns with our values, and their portfolio is available on all Memo products. For a full list of
Kvadrat’s graded-in textiles or details on COM approval please consult the textile section of our pricelist.

Maharam
Founded in 1902, New York based Maharam is recognized for its rigorous and holistic commitment to design as
a leading provider of textiles to architects and interior designers. Maharam embraces a range of disciplines, from
product, graphic, and digital design to art and architecture. Maharam’s approach to design, quality, and customer
relationships aligns with our values, and their portfolio is available on all Memo products. For a full list of Maharam
graded-in textiles or details on COM approval please consult the textile section of our pricelist.
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